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There are basically 2 tgres of prosthetic lcrees: non-

microprocessor (mechanical) and microprocessor

(l\{PK). The mechanical lcree uses a mechanical hinge

as your lcree joint. Friction controls the swing using a

locking mechanism or some kind of hydraulic system.

the microprocessor makes adjustments in resistance so you can walk at various

On the other hand, microprocessors are more speeds and up and down ramps and stairs more naturally.

complex kneejoints usin$ sensors, a resistance

system, a microprocessor, a battery and software Ottobock brought the first microprocessor-controlled knee to the US in 1999

to monitor and control the knee movements. They with the C-Leg - a significant advancement irl prosthetic history. In the

provide a more stable gait that more closely re- years since, MPK technology has been takiag advantage of the increasing

sembles a natural walkin$ movement. The continu- sophistication of software, increased use of smartphones, the fast evolution of

ous monitoring and control of the internal fluid of microprocessors which have increased in power without increasin$ the cost,
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. Prosthetic services. Orthotic services 'Functional
Electric Stimulation Devices " AFOs, KAFOS, Braces
. Diabetic Wound Care ' Post'mastectomy fittings

, SpinalBraces & BodY Jackets

Diagnosed with Foot-DroP?
Looking for a solution to help you walk

more normally,without a brace?
Meet with a WalkAide certified expert -

have your Foot-Drop evaluated and
experience WalkAide for yourself.

Call for an
appointment:
973-696-8100

BROOKE ARTES', CPA, LPO
,I7OO ROUTE 23 NORTH - SUITE 180 WAYNE NJ 07470

and improved battery technology, plus new improved and

miniaturized controls. Other manu{acturers developed MPKs

and there is nornr a selection available based on activity levels,

visual preferences and comfort.

Ottobock's newest MPK is the weatherproof C Le$ 4 and there

is their Triton family of feet, and anlle joints to fit it. It's'
monitored by a smartphone Cockpit'app. Studies have proven

that the frequency of falls in people with a transfemoral ampu-

tation is significantly lower with the C-Leg in comparison to

conventional prostheses.

Another popular MPK

is made by Ossur - the

R.heo XC knee is their
latest model. It's a
weatherproof knee with
a natural knee function
which continuously

adapts to the user and

the environment. It can

be monitored by the

Ossur Logic smartphone

app. Ossur's Pro-Flex foot and ankle fit the Rheo XC knee'

An MPK uses sensors to determine where it is in space at all

times and to make precise adjustments at every moment of

every step. This facilitates navigation of stairs, ramps, rou$h

terain - nearly every t14>e of challenSiing surface.
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The foot of the MPK should be fitted with a footshell for a realis-
tic appearance as well as to fill a shoe comfortably.

Arr MPK requires the candidate to be someone who would ben-
efit ftom the improved safety. They must be able to handle the
increased weight of the prosthetic and the monitoring tech-
nology and not engage in high impact sports or activities with
it.Sunshine P&O Prosthetists can customize them to the indi-
vidual user needs.
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. Hsirculs. Boths. Medicoted Bolhs
. De-shedding Treolmenl
. Nuil$. Noits Dremeled

. Teeth . Anol Glonds . De-moiling

discover what you

LVE
We love irresistible products.
From innovative skin care
to on-trend cosmetics,
Mary Kay offers
products women
love, and lcan
help you find your
new favorites!

Contact me
to discover more.
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NJBC is a vetted and trusted group of professionals, representing
various industries in NJ. lf you're looking for an expert in:

. Advertising and Marketing . Home and Auto lnsurance

. Architecture . Life and Health lnsurance

. Banking . Make-up Artistry

. Catering . Mortgages

. Computer Consultants . Moving and packing

. Elder Care Solutions . PowerWashing and painting

. Estate Planning/Elder Law . Real Estate

. Financial Planning . Real Estate Law

. Fitness and Health .Title Insurance and l03l Exchanges

ftea(h out te info@njbris;nesscsrineetions.e*m and we wili conneet you!
Visit *ur web$itel illJB&sinessconnectisns.con;

Debbie Antonowich
lndependent Sales Director
www. marykay.com/dantonowich
973-800-6085
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